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The year 2002 marked the return of the multiparty
elections in Somaliland. It comes after two decades
of authoritarian rule in what some refer as the
primary cause of the failed Union. Then followed by
a short term of traditional governance through a
national charter signed between the clans before a
constitution was drafted and ratified by a 
referendum[2] in 2001.
 
Since then the discussion around democratization
has dominated the political discourse with many
hoping such exercises will open the country to the
rest of the world and ultimately lead to the
recognition of Somaliland as a sovereign state. 
The transition to democracy embarked on quickly. 
As political parties were formed, Somaliland
succeeded to hold three elections within very short
period (2002-2005), the Peaceful transfer of power
to the candidate of an opposition part in the 2010
election    was yet another milestone where
Somaliland developed progressive political culture
as opposed to its neighbors.
 
In spite of the gains, significant challenges remain.
Somaliland never conducted timely elections. 
MPs elected in 2005 still occupy the House of
Representatives, and the Guurti members who were
selected in 1997 still occupy the upper house as a
result of unwillingness to lead how to administer next
Guurti selection or election. Nonetheless, political
and civil rights are not adhered to as stipulated in the
constitution. 
More recently Amnesty International and the United
Nations Independent Expert Report on the situation
of Human Rights elaborated major human right
issues
 
 
 
 
 
 
.

In addition, Somaliland is yet to develop nascent
democratic institutions.  Internal democracy
within the political parties is far too distant.
Politicized traditional authorities structured along
with clan lines maintains substantial presence
when it comes to power sharing and wealth
allocations. Furthermore, the voices of
marginalized clans and women are largely
excluded from the political sphere.
 
The objective of this discussion paper is to
critically analyze if Somaliland is still on its path
toward democratization, identify the nature of
challenges confronted, generate internal debate
and suggest better ways forward.
 
 
 
 
The debate on democracy, its definition and practice
is frequently contested. However, there’re existing
consensus on a certain markers or indicators.
Majority of political theories contend that
constitutional democracy has three main promises,
namely 1) strengthening political stability, 2) an
opportunity to nurture rule of law, and 3) possibility
to bring about effective governance.
 
Against this contestant, democratization involves
more than just holding elections. For a country to
embark on the process of Democratization it has to
go through levels of stages that begins from the
moment an authoritarian regime collapses and a
period of post conflict reconstruction ensues
followed by the stages of holding elections. 
The third stage is known as the consolidation
phase, where democratic practices are sustained.
 
 
 
 
.

Overview

[1] Somaliland experienced first round of multi-party elections after it gained independence from the British in 1960
[2] Somaliland conducted the constitution referendum in the absence of International observers. The results it released reveal the public approved with 97%
of the votes. 
[3] Ahmed Mohamed Silanyo of KULMIYE party defeats incumbent President Dahir Rayale Kahin
[4] Report of the independent expert on the situation of human rights in Somalia –Human Rights Council forty-second session 9-27 September 2019
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While it is too early to gage whether Somaliland has
developed into full-fledged democracy. The critical
question lies whether Somaliland is on course or it’s
backpedaling. It is also a noteworthy that the country
is experiencing significant challenges that are seen as
impediment to the progress required to build
institutionalized democracy.
 
One potentially significant obstacle to democratization
in Somaliland is the lack of commitment to democratic
values by the political leaders. Successive
governments evenly compromised the constitution. 
In 2010, KULMIYE party came to power on a
reformist agenda and got reelected for second term in
2017.  Notwithstanding, its prominences to power
through democratic practice, “the KULMIYE led
government has drawn extensive criticism both from
the public and external partners for matters that range
from human right abuses, media repression, and
arrest of dissent voices”_ thus asserting against its
campaign promises that resembled same old
practices of its predecessor i.e. The UDUB
government.
 
The interplay for the competition of power along clan
lines aggravates the process of democratization.
The legislative needed to delineate voting
constituents are yet to be agreed on and to the
contrary, people are mobilized to elect leaders
through clan devotion. These exercises further
exacerbate social division to the benefit of few elitist
political leaders who wouldn’t have governed
otherwise.
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
.

Democratization process is directly linked to the
commitment in Institutional strengthening, but
that endeavor has evidently eroded in
Somaliland. Incorrigible term extensions have
become the norm as the country failed to hold
successive elections on regular intervals. Political
elites seem to have reached consensus on taking
advantage of systematic delays as it lets them
stay in their respective positions.
 
Failure to promote democratization practices has
negative effect on state building initiatives thus
creating weak institutions that cannot cope
with new and emerging challenges. This is true in
the case of Somaliland where it is stuck in the
middle of unsustainable hybrid governance
system that may ultimately lead to state failure.
 
 
In a functioning democracy, parliament assumes
oversight role for checks and balances to the
work of the executive. In theory, Somaliland
Parliament exists, but falls short of that
responsibility as MPs have over stayed for more
than three election cycle terms. Majority of
Somaliland’s population encompass less than 30
years and in that regard have never elected a
representative[6].  Some of the MPs have even
saw their parties dissolve and have switched to
newly formed parties.  The fiasco can be
showcased well in the Awdal region__ where
almost all those in the now defunct UDUB party
waiting list have either entered the parliament or
passed away.  
.
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[5] The 2017 elections came after 2 years of term extensions by the House of Guurti

[6] The Ministry of Sports and Youth figures show 70% of the population are below the age of 30



The Guurti is equally mandated to oversee the
executive power in its law-making decisions, but to
the contrary, it acts as a subsidiary arm to the
executive that puts the rubber stamp on term
extensions. The Guurti extended for president Egal
(2001), President Rayale (2008 and 2009) and
President Silanyo (2015 and 2016). Moreover, whilst
the term and extensions of local councilors nationwide
has expired (March 2019), they still occupy the seats
without any legality.
 
Nevertheless, the parliament’s issues go beyond
expired terms. It has failed short of its expectations
often playing obstructionist strategies.  Having failed
to put in place legislatives seen as essential for the
current MPs to be re-elected.  Arguments around seat
allocations has taken hostage for this particular
legislative. Furthermore, laws critical in configuring
the members of the parliament into election
constituencies are not even in the discussion thus
allowing clans to elect MPs. In the run up to the 2005
parliament elections the same issues raised, but due
to political willingness of President Rayale to hold
elections, he forced through the court interpretation
and with the understanding that then new parliament
will work on a final solution after the election.
 
 
 
 
Somaliland has witnessed sustained arrests of
political opponents throughout its existence, though
Human Rights organizations reports documented a
significant increase since the 2017 elections. Most
notably opposition politicians experienced countless
intimation and arrests. WADDANI youth arm chairman
was arrested without the due legal process and
sentenced to three months in jail for expressing his
views on a Facebook post regarding the
government’s proposal for emergency rule in eastern
regions.

In May 2018, an MP from eastern regions of
Somaliland raised question marks about the
relevance of 18th May commemorations to his
constituents since they were not part of the SNM
armed struggle. This has antagonized the
government and resulted in the detention of the
MP without the due process. The Hargeisa
regional court decided to adjourn preceding of his
case until parliament strip off immunity, where the
parliament equally rejected. However, the MP
[7]remained in prison for 38 days in contrary to
the judgement of the courts and the parliament’s
refusal to withdraw immunity.  Mr. Dhakool finally
got his freedom back, but only after a group of
clan leaders apologized on his behalf to the
president. A clear manifestation that rule of law
does not hold in Somaliland.
 
Media repression and arrest of journalists has
become the modus operandi of the current
KULMIYE Government. In his report, the United
Nations Independent Expert who visited
Somaliland in July 2019 mentioned “70 violations
against media, 28 journalists arrested, 3 media
houses suspended in the first seven months of
2019”. The report also revealed additional extra
ordinary practices that include police
prohibiting lawyers from representing their clients
and use of unnecessary and excessive force by
specialized police units. More recently
Hadhwanaag news, a leading website news
reported accusations against the governor of the
central Bank, but the website was immediately
banned and its journalists temporarily arrested.
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[7] Mohamed Ahmed Dhakool is a member of parliament in Somaliland representing Sool region.



Political parties are characterized by lack of
ideological differences and in reality neither does offer
a distinctive blue print for political, economic and
social development. Clandestine objective is
acquisition of power. The main driving machine of
parties thus is not policies, but rather__ individual
politicians who often switch sides along with their
influences. 
 
Political parties are also financed by influential
businesses who may in turn be involved in the
exploitation of national resources. A study
commissioned by rift valley institute finds that in
the 2012 local council elections__ as much as USD 50
million may have been mobilized for election
campaign expenses. These costs accounted almost
half of the country’s entire national annual budget for
2012”[1]. 
 
Lack of Internal democracy within the circles of
political parties is another stumbling block to
the democratizations. There is an authoritarian nature
of governance within the current political parties. The
chairmen maintain strong grip of power in all
three political parties and, as past events witnessed,
their positions are untouchable.  All three parties are
marred by issues of internal democracy.
 
Similarly all three party leaders were declared
candidates without single person standing against
them in the run up to the 2017 election. Prior to the
grand party conferences, KULMIYE saw large
contingent of its cadres and ministers resigned from
cabinet position in protest of president Silanyo’s
favoritism to hand pick Muse Bihi as the next party
candidate. 

Few months later WADDANI experienced the
same scenario when Ahmed Mumin Seed the
vice party chairmen was not preferred as a
running mate to Abdirahman Irro.
And it was the same after the elections where top
officials whose dissent policy practices of their
chairpersons faced immediate expulsion from
party memberships.
 
Parties have also tribalised Somaliland politics__
where they have contributed to further
polarization of the society. All three parties are
organized along clan lines.  Delegates of the
central committees and top positions are selected
through clan arrangements. Alliances for
garnering electoral support are engineered using
clan leaders like sultans and chiefs. Kulmiye
party’s reelection is credited to the infamous
Burao conference in 2017 that symbolically
showcased two sultans holding their hands up in
attestation that the power rotational agreement is
holding firm. 
 
The intended philosophy behind limited number
of parties was meant to reduce clan configuration
but has proven otherwise. Additionally the notion
of having only three political parties is not
democratic either and denies majority of the
population who do not agree with them to
participate in the elections. Independent
candidates are not allowed to contest by law.  As
such Somaliland political parties have proven to
be weak,poorly governed and offer little incentive
to the democratization.
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[8] The economics of Election in Somaliland: The financing political parties and candidates, RVI, 2015



Reinvent the wheels - Somaliland is at a critical
juncture in a turbulent region experiencing tectonic
changes. Economic hardships, rising youth
numbers and presence of radical groups in the
region are some of the factors that can negatively
impact the nation building gains made in the last
three decades.

1.

 

 Public vetting of candidates (Proper Pre-
election screening) has to be introduced and
overseen by the National Electoral Commission.
The procedure would lead to bring skilled
people into the public sector.
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A better way forward:

Executive coup involves subverting or
suspending democratic institutions from
performing. To preempt possibility of such
description, the government need to revert to
the course of rule of law and renew its
commitment to protect civil and political rights
of its citizens.

To strengthen the independence of the
institution overseeing elections, specific
act of establishment for the national electoral
commission should require recruitment
of commissioners publicly in contrast to the
current arrangement where stakeholders
make the nominations.

2. Reform elections

Regardless of challenges, Somaliland political
leaders must commit to organizing timely
elections at regular intervals.

 Political stakeholders in Somaliland must
come together and agree on a reduced
election pattern i.e. a general election model
that combines presidential, parliamentary
and local councilors together.

 Constituency based election is seen as an
approach to move away from clan electing to
constituent electing. It is not only important for
meaningful and fair representation of all
communities, but also for the accountability of
elected officials by its specific constituencies.

3. Democratizing political parties

Making internal democracy mandatory within all
political parties by enacting Administrative act of
political parties to ensure party leadership
changes every two terms.

Approve legislations outlawing any party with
affiliations to clans and foreign entities.

Party Central Committee members should be
elected based on districts and regions, not
clans.

Exposure visits facilitated for political parties to
African countries i.e.  Ghana, Senegal and
South Africa to gain wealth of experiences in
internal democracy governance, best practices
and lessons learned.

To administer these recommendations
effectively, the role of political party
registration, approval and overseeing
governance within political parties should be
given to the National Electoral Commission,
and the current Registration and Approval
Committee” should be abolished.

4.Redefine the role of Guurti - 
The Election/selection of the Guurti and its role in
a constitutional democracy should be specified.

5. Review the constitution - Open the space for
independent candidates for all elected
positions__ so that there can be an opportunity
for more public participation and for the rise of
diversified agenda based political platforms.
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